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Abstract
We consider the Lie algebra g of a simple, simply connected algebraic
group over a field of large positive characteristic. For each nilpotent orbit
O Ď g we choose a representative e P O and attach a certain filtered,
associative algebra pUpg, eq known as a finite W -algebra, defined to be
the opposite endomorphism ring of the generalised Gelfand-Graev module
associated to pg, eq. This is shown to be Morita equivalent to a certain
central reduction of the enveloping algebra of Upgq. The result may be
seen as a modular version of Skryabin’s equivalence.
Keywords. modular representation theory; restricted Lie algebras; finite
W -algebras; Skryabin’s equivalence.
MSC. primary 17B50; secondary 16S30, 17B08
1 Introduction
1.1 A complete classification of irreducible representations of the Lie al-
gebras associated to reductive algebraic groups in positive characteristic p
has remained elusive since the commencement of the theory. It is known
that all such representations are finite dimensional, and a fundamental
observation of Kac and Weisfeiler shows that they all factor through cer-
tain finite dimensional quotients Upgq։ Uχpgq called reduced enveloping
algebras. Twenty years ago Premet obtained lower bounds on the dimen-
sions of Uχpgq-modules [18] under mild assumptions on p, confirming a
long-standing conjecture of [11]. These bounds soon led him to define two
families of algebras [19]: the restricted finite W -algebras and the ordi-
nary finite W -algebras over C. It was immediately demonstrated that the
reduced enveloping algebra is a matrix algebra over the restricted finite
W -algebra, whilst the ordinary finite W -algebra has allowed wonderful
progress to be made in the representation theory of complex semisimple
Lie algebras (see [12] for example). In this paper we consider the finite
W -algebra pUpg, eq, which is defined as the opposite endomorphism ring
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of the mod p reduction of the ordinary generalised Gelfand–Graev mod-
ule. We prove an unrestricted version of the matrix isomorphism theorem
mentioned above, which should be seen as a modular version of Skryabin’s
equivalence, and which (we hope) shall pave the way for similar progress
to be made in the representation theory of modular Lie algebras.
1.2 Let G be a simple, simply connected algebraic group over an alge-
braically closed field k of very good characteristic p ą 0, and let g be its
Lie algebra. For χ P g˚ we make the notation
dpχq :“
1
2
dimAd˚pGqχ;
Dpχq :“ pdpχq.
Since g – g˚ as G-modules (see [25, Lemma I.5.3], for example) we may
transfer the notions of nilpotent and semisimple to elements of g˚ and
in order to understand the representation theory of g it is sufficient to
study representations of reduced enveloping algebras Uχpgq where χ P g
˚
is nilpotent (see Section 2 for more detail). The nilpotent orbits are clas-
sified by the Bala–Carter theorem and we begin by choosing a label X
corresponding to a nilpotent coadjoint orbit O. Following the work of
Premet ([21], [22]) we choose an element χ P g˚ associated to a nilpotent
element e P g and attach a nilpotent algebra m Ď g with nice proper-
ties. This algebra is obtained by reduction modulo p, which can only be
carried out provided p is larger than an unknown bound, for the rest of
the section we assume that p is larger than the number ΠpXq introduced
in Definition 4.1. Note that this bound depends upon Φ,X and a certain
choice of nilpotent element in the corresponding complex simple Lie alge-
bra. Later on (Remark 3.9) we shall explain why it is not yet theoretically
possible to calculate ΠpXq, or even to bound it. An approach which re-
laxes this bound will be considered in a forthcoming article [4] joint with
Simon Goodwin.
1.3 The linear form χ restricts to a character on m, and the corresponding
one dimensional module kχ has p-character χ|m. The induced module
Q
rps
χ :“ Uχpgq
Â
Uχpmq
kχ is known as the restricted generalised Gelfand-
Graev module, whilst
U
rpspg, eq :“ EndgpQ
rps
χ q
op
is called the restricted finite W -algebra. Premet’s Morita theorem [21,
Proposition 4.1] states that Uχpgq is isomorphic to Dpχq copies of Q
rps
χ
as a left g-module, and isomorphic to MatDpχq U
rpspg, eq as algebras. The
purpose of this article is to prove analogues of this theorem for the unre-
stricted GGG module and FWA. We shall shall call the following pair the
“generalised Gelfand-Graev module” and “finite W -algebra” respectively
Qχ :“ Upgq
â
Upmq
kχ;
pUpg, eq :“ EndgpQχqop.
These are defined in parallel with the more famous finite W -algebra over
C, which we shall call the ordinary FWA in this article. See Remark 3.7
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for a comparison of the various definitions of modular finite W -algebras
which occur in [21] and [22].
1.4 The enveloping algebra Upgq is a free module of finite rank over its
p-centre Z0pgq and the latter algebra is isomorphic to Spgq
p “ tfp : f P
Spgqu which identifies naturally with the coordinate ring krpg˚qp1qs on the
Frobenius twist of g˚. Write mK Ď g˚ for the space tf P g˚ : fpmq “ 0u.
Since pg˚qp1q identifies with g˚ as topological spaces we may denote by
Ipmq the prime ideal of Z0pgq consisting of regular functions vanishing on
χ` mK and consider the central reduction
UIpmqpgq :“ Upgq{IpmqUpgq.
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. Its consequences
and generalisations shall be discussed following the proof which is given
in Section 5.
Theorem 1.1. For p ě ΠpXq the following holds:
1. UIpmqpgq –
À
DpχqQχ as left Upgq-modules
2. UIpmqpgq – MatDpχq pUpg, eq as algebras.
Remark 1.2. This theorem is very much in the spirit of Premet’s origi-
nal Morita theorem proven in [19, Theorem 2.3] and we conjecture our
theorem should hold in the same general context of ξ-admissible algebras.
In particular, let r be a restricted Lie algebra over any field of positive
characteristic, ξ P r˚ and n Ď r a ξ-admissible algebra in the sense of def-
inition 2.3 in op. cit. We write kξ for the one dimensional representation
of n afforded by ξ. Let I be the ideal of Z0prq vanishing on ξ ` n
K. Then
we conjecture that Uprq
Â
Upnq kξ is a projective Uprq{IUprq-module and
Uprq{IUprq – Matpdimn EndrpUprq
â
Upnq
kξq
op
.
1.5 This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we recall some classi-
cal results which reduce the study of representations of g to the study of
Uχpgq-modules as χ varies over a set of representatives for the nilpotent
coadjoint G-orbits. In Section 3 we recall the process of reduction modulo
p for finite W -algebras and recall some of their fundamental properties,
first discovered by Premet. The first paragraph of Section 4 is pivotal, as
it is there that we explain how to reverse engineer the reduction modulo
p process. In other words, we explain how to choose a root system Φ, a
Bala–Carter label X corresponding to a nilpotent orbit and a nilpotent
element e in the complex Lie algebra corresponding to Φ. From these
pieces of data we can choose a lower bound ΠpXq on the characteristic p
of k such that for p ą ΠpXq we are able to reduce e into the corresponding
Lie algebra g defined over k, define χ in the associated coadjoint orbit and
construct m and hence pUpg, eq by reduction modulo p. At this point we
will have placed our discussion in the context of the main theorem. In
Section 4 we consider central reductions of enveloping algebras and their
modules and prove some general facts, which are immediately applied to
the GGG modules. In Section 5 we supply the proof of the main theorem
and prove a corollary which states that Qχ is a projective generator for
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UIpmqpgq -mod. Some of the most celebrated applications of ordinary finite
W -algebras are their applications to the representation theory of complex
semisimple Lie algebras (see [13], [23] and the references therein). The
most fundamental result of this nature is the celebrated Skryabin equiva-
lence which describes an equivalence between the category of modules for
the ordinary finite W -algebra and a certain full subcategory of modules
for the associated enveloping algebra, the category of so-called generalised
Whittaker modules (first proven in [19, Appendix]; see (6.1) for a sum-
mary). Our main theorem may be seen as a modular version of Skryabin’s
equivalence and we make this comparison explicit in Theorem 6.1 of Sec-
tion 6. In Section 7 we recall an important theorem proven independently
by Premet, Losev and Ginzburg which characterises the simple modules
which are obtained from Skryabin’s equivalence (over Cq in terms of their
associated varieties. We show that in the modular case, the modules ob-
tained from Skryabin’s equivalence can be characterised in a very similar
manner, with decomposition classes of p-characters replacing associated
varieties (Theorem 7.2). In the last section we obtain a vast generalisation
of the main theorem: for each ideal I E Z0pgq containing Ipmq we prove
that the algebra Upgq{IUpgq is a matrix algebra of rank Dpχq over a cer-
tain quotient of pUpg, eq which we describe fairly explicitly (Theorem 8.2).
Our final result, Corollary 8.4, clarifies the relationship between restricted
and unrestricted modular finite W -algebras.
1.6 Given the interest surrounding ordinary finite W -algebras in the past
thirteen years and the numerous breakthroughs regarding ordinary rep-
resentations of Lie algebras, it is the author’s hope that similar progress
may be made in the modular case using these finite W -algebras. Lo-
sev famously constructed the ordinary finite W -algebra as as the Fedesov
quantisation of the Poisson algebra structure which occurs naturally on
the Slodowy slice [13]. Although the theory of Fedesov quantisation in
positive characteristics has only recently started to be developed in [1] it
is natural to wonder whether there exists a description of pUpg, eq compa-
rable to Losev’s.
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank the anonymous referee for
making many helpful suggestions to improve the clarity of this article,
and for explaining the simple argument for Theorem 8.2. I would also like
to thank Vanessa Miemietz and Shaun Stevens at the University of East
Anglia for many useful discussions, and Max Nazarov for hosting me at
the University of York. The research leading to these results has received
funding from the European Commission, Seventh Framework Programme,
under Grant Agreement number 600376, as well as grant CPDA125818/12
from the University of Padova.
2 Reduced enveloping algebras
2.1 The facts we recall in this section are extremely classical; we recom-
mend either [8] or [10] for a survey of the theory. We continue with the
assumptions of the introduction, although in this current section the char-
acteristic p of k may be good for G, although we now assume that g – g˚
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as G-modules. Recall that G is a simple, simply connected algebraic group
over k. The fact that g “ LiepGq endows g with a G-equivariant restricted
structure which we denote by x ÞÑ xrps. The enveloping algebra Upgq is
naturally filtered Upgq “
Ť
iě0 Uipgq and the PBW theorem states that
the associated graded algebra grUpgq is the symmetric algebra Spgq. The
p-centre Z0pgq Ď Upgq is the central subalgebra generated by expressions
xp ´ xrps with x P g. As x ÞÑ xrps is G-equivariant, Z0pgq is isomorphic
to Spgqp :“ tfp : f P Spgqu as G-modules which, in turn, is isomorphic
to the coordinate ring krpg˚qp1qs. This isomorphism leads to an explicit
description of the maximal spectrum
SpecmZ0pgq
G
ÐÑ pg˚qp1q. (1)
For χ P g˚ the map xp ´ xrps ÞÑ χpxqp extends to an algebra homomor-
phism Z0pgq Ñ k and the kernel is denoted Iχ. Now the bijection in (1)
can be made explicit: to each χ P g˚ we associate the maximal ideal
Iχ “ px
p ´ xrps ´ χpxqp : x P gqE Z0pgq (2)
2.2 The reduced enveloping algebra with p-character χ P g˚ is defined
Uχpgq :“ Upgq{IχUpgq.
It has dimension pdimpgq and every simple g-module factors through pre-
cisely one of the quotients Upgq ։ Uχpgq. The restricted structure on g
allows us to define the notions of nilpotent and semisimple elements of
g, and these definitions play an important role in representation theory.
According to [5, Theorem 2.3.5] the usual Jordan decomposition theorem
holds in this case. The nilpotent orbits are classified by the Bala–Carter
method, later improved in [16] and [20]. There are two features of the
classification pertinent to our current discussion:
1. there are finitely many nilpotent orbits;
2. the labels which classify the orbits are the same in every good charac-
teristic. These are referred to as “Bala–Carter labels” in this article.
2.3 Since the characteristic has been assumed to be very good we can
pick an isomorphism g Ñ g˚. This allows us to transfer the Jordan de-
composition to elements of g˚, which subtends the notion of a nilpotent
or semisimple p-characters. If χ “ χs ` χn is the Jordan decomposition
then a famous result due to Kac–Weisfeiler [11, Theorem 2] (later refined
by Friedlander–Parshall [6, Theorem 3.2] and generalised by Premet [19,
Proposition 2.5]) states that Uχpgq is Morita equivalent to Uχpgχsq. The
centraliser gχs :“ tx P g : ad
˚pxqχs “ 0u is the Lie algebra of a Levi
subgroup L of G such that the simple factors of rL,Ls satisfy the same
hypotheses we have placed on G. Using a reduction argument this al-
lows us to assume that the p-character is supported on the centre of g.
Another easy reduction allows to to suppose that in fact χs “ 0 (see
[10, B.8, B.9] for more detail). If we are interested in understanding the
representation theory of g then our remarks thus far indicate that we
may focus our attention on reduced enveloping algebras with nilpotent
p-characters. Furthermore, the adjoint action of G on Upgq induces iso-
morphisms Uχpgq – UAd˚pgqχpgq which shows that it suffices to allow χ to
vary over a finite set of representatives of the nilpotent coadjoint orbits.
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3 Reducing the ordinary finiteW -algebra
modulo p
3.1 The purpose of this section is to recall the details of the reduction
modulo p process for finite W -algebras which was used to great effect
by Alexander Premet in [21] and [22]. Although the setup here is very
similar to those two papers, it is identical to neither and so we we must
recall this process in full. The notation of the current section shall be
slightly different to the others since we cannot fix a single choice of prime
characteristic throughout.
3.2 Fix throughout this section a reduced, indecomposable, crystallo-
graphic root system Φ. We let G0 be a simple, simply connected algebraic
group over C with root system Φ and Lie algebra g0 “ LiepG0q. Choose
a Bala–Carter label X associated to the root system. Choose a Chevalley
basis B for g0 and let gZ denote the corresponding Chevalley Z-form. We
denote by κ0 : g0 ˆ g0 Ñ C the Killing form. For any good prime charac-
teristic p we write kp :“ Fp with identity element 1p. Denote by Gp the
simple, simply connected algebraic group over kp with root system Φ and
by gp its Lie algebra, which we identify with gZ
Â
Z
kp. The construction
of the ordinary finite W -algebra begins with a choice of element in the
orbit O assoiated to X.
Lemma 3.1. For each nilpotent orbit O Ď g0 we can choose a represen-
tative e such that the Gp-orbit of e
Â
Z
1 in gp has the same Bala–Carter
label as O. Furthermore
dimCpG0eq “ dimkp pGpeb 1q.
Proof. Combine [25, Ch. III, 4.29] and [20, Theorem 2.6& 2.7].
3.3 For each root system and each nilpotent orbit in g0 a choice of such e
shall remain fixed throughout this section. Since the Jacobson–Morozov
theorem holds over gQ :“ gZ
Â
Z
Q we can choose an sl2-triple pe, h, fq
in gQ. The form κ0 can be rescaled to a form p¨, ¨q0 : g0 ˆ g0 Ñ C with
pe, fq0 “ 1.
Definition 3.2. We say that a ring A satisfying Z Ď A Ď Q is “ad-
missible for X” if A “ ZrS´1s where S is a finite set of prime numbers
containing:
• all primes which are not very good for Φ;
• all prime factors of the determinant of the Gram matrix pκpb1, b2qqb1,b2PB;
• all of the prime factors of κ0pe, fq, which is an integer by sl2-theory.
We denote by pipAq the set of all primes p P Z with pA ‰ A.
We pick an admissible ring now (say, the smallest one) although as this
section progresses we shall enlarge A at several points. Whenever we
consider kp in this section we will be assuming that p P pipAq where A is
the admissible ring which we have fixed at that moment.
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Lemma 3.3. For each admissible ring A and each p P pipAq we have
A{pA – Fp. Furthermore, there is a positive integer ΠpAq such that for
all primes p ě ΠpAq we have p P pipAq.
Remark 3.4. When an admissible ring is chosen we shall always identify
A{Ip with kp for p P pipAq.
Proof. By definition A “ Zrp´11 , ..., p
´1
r s for primes p1, ..., pr P Z and
so for p R tp1, ..., pru we have A{pA – pZ{pZqrp
´1
1 , ..., p
´1
r s – Fp since
p1, ..., pr are all invertible in Z{pZ. For the second claim notice that
pipAq “ tprimesuztp1, ..., pru and so we may take ΠpAq :“ maxtp1, ..., pru`
1.
3.4 We aim to construct the ordinary finite W -algebra along with an A-
form. This will lead immediately to the mod p reduction of the finite
W -algebra, for each p P pipAq. The element h P gQ induces a grading
g0 “
À
iPZ g0piq where g0piq :“ tx P g0| adphqx “ ixu. Since h P gQ there
is a similar decomposition gQ “
À
iPZ gQpiq where gQpiq :“ gQ
Ş
g0piq. Let
gA be the free A-module on B, endowed with the structure of an A-Lie
algebra. When p P pipAq we identify the restricted Lie algebra gp with
gA
Â
A kp. After enlarging A by inverting a finite set of primes S1 Ď Z
we can assume that gApiq :“ gA
Ş
g0piq are free A-modules for all i P Z.
3.5 For p P pipAq we write ep :“ e
Â
A 1p. Our definition of an admissible
ring ensures that p¨, ¨q0 is A-valued on gA, which allows us to define a
form p¨, ¨qp on gp by setting pb1
Â
A 1p, b2
Â
A 1pqp :“ pb1, b2q
Â
A 1p and
extending by linearity. This also means that χ :“ pe, ¨q0 P g
˚
0 restricts to
an element of g˚A “ HomApgA, Aq so we can define χp :“ pep, ¨qp.
3.6 Consider the form Ψ : g0p´1q ˆ g0p´1q Ñ C;x, y ÞÑ χrx, ys. The rep-
resentation theory of sl2, along with the equivariance of the form p¨, ¨q0,
shows that Ψ is symplectic so that dim g0p´1q “ 2s for some s, and we
may choose a Witt basis z1, ..., zs, z
1
1, ..., z
1
s for g0p´1q lying in gQp´1q
satisfying Ψpzi, z
1
jq “ δi,j and Ψpzi, zjq “ Ψpz
1
i, z
1
jq “ 0. After invert-
ing another finite set of primes S2 Ď Z inside A we may assume that
z1, ..., zs, z
1
1, ..., z
1
s lie in gA and span gAp´1q as a free A-module. Make
the notation gAp´1q
0 :“
Às
i“1Az
1
i. Similarly, the C-span is denoted
g0p´1q
0.
3.7 Consider the centraliser ge0 “ tx P g0 : rx, es “ 0u. Now sl2-theory
tells us that adpeq : gQpiq Ñ gQpi ` 2q is surjective for all i ě ´1. After
inverting finitely many primes S3 Ď Z in A we may assume that adpeq :
gApiq Ñ gApi ` 2q is also surjective for i ě ´1. In this case there is a
basis x1, ..., xr, xr`1, ..., xm for the free A-module
À
iě0 gApiq such that
x1, ..., xr is a basis for the free A-module g
e
A :“ gA
Ş
ge0. We may suppose
that
xi P g0pniq
for integers ni P N. Since p P pipAq is not invertible in A it is a very good
prime for the root system, and so it follows from the results of [9, §2] along
with Lemma 3.1 that geA
Â
A kp is the centraliser of ep in gp.
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3.8 For p P pipAq we now define
m0 :“ g0p´1q
0
à ÿ
iă´1
g0piq;
mA :“ gAp´1q
0
à ÿ
iă´1
gApiq;
mp :“ mA
â
A
kp.
Before we proceed we would like to record some basic properties of these
algebras.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that A is an admissible ring containing S´11 YS
´1
2 Y
S´13 . The following hold for p P pipAq:
1. mp is rps-nilpotent;
2. χ vanishes on rm0,m0s and rmA,mAs;
3. χp vanishes on rmp,mps and m
rps
p ;
4. mp
Ş
g
ep
p “ 0;
5. dim
kppmpq “ dimCpm0q “ dpχpq “ m` s´ r.
Proof. Since each p P pipAq is very good for Φ we have zpgpq “ 0. Therefore
x P gppiq if and only if adpxq : gppjq Ñ gppi ` jq for all j. Now if
x P gppiq then adpx
rpsq “ adpxqp : gApjq Ñ gAppi` jq which means that
xrps P gpppiq. Now part (1) follows from mp Ď
À
iă0 gppiq. The same
inclusion proves part (4), given g
ep
p Ď
À
iě0 gppiq.
Part (2) follows from the fact that χ is supported on g0p´2q, and
similar for part (3). For part (5), the first equality is straightforward. The
second follows from [9, §2] along with the equality dim ge0 “ dim g0p0q `
dim g0p1q which may be deduced from sl2-theory. The final equality in
(5) is deduced similarly.
3.9 By parts (2) and (3) of the above lemma we may define a module
structure for m0, mA and mp on C, A and kp respectively by allowing
these Lie algebras to act via χ or χp. These three rings with their module
structures shall be denoted Cχ, Aχ and kχ,p with unit elements 1χ, 1χ
and 1χ,p respectively. Define
Qχ,0 :“ Upg0q
â
Upm0q
Cχ;
Qχ,A :“ UpgAq
â
UpmAq
Aχ;
Qχ,p :“ Upgpq
â
Upmpq
kχ,p.
The first of the above three is known as the ordinary Gelfand-Graev mod-
ule. For indexes pa,bq P Zsě0 ˆ Z
m
ě0 we consider the PBW monomials
z
a
x
b :“ za11 ¨ ¨ ¨ z
as
s x
b1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
bm
m P UpgAq Ď Upg0q.
By the PBW theorem the images of zaxb with pa,bq P Zsě0ˆ Z
m
ě0 form a
basis for Qχ,0. By abuse of notation we denote these images by the same
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symbols. The enlargement of A made in (3.6) ensures that Qχ,A is a free
A-module with basis tzaxb|pa,bq P Zsě0 ˆ Z
m
ě0u. We define an important
filtration on Qχ,0 by setting
|pa,bq|e :“
sÿ
i“1
ai `
mÿ
i“1
pni ` 2qbi
and declaring zaxb to lie in degree |pa,bq|e.
3.10 We now recall the definitions of the ordinary and modular finite
W -algebras, and write the action on the right.
Definition 3.6. The ordinary finite W -algebra is
Upg0, eq :“ Endg0pQχ,0q
op
.
The modular finite W -algebra is
pUpgp, epq :“ EndgppQχ,pqop.
We regard both of these as right endomorphism rings of their respective
modules.
Remark 3.7. The notation Upg0, eq is obviously used to draw parallels with
the enveloping algebra Upg0q however the choice of notation pUpgp, epq is
less clear. The use of pU follows [22] where two modular analogues of the
ordinary finite W -algebra were studied: the first of them is the mod p
reduction of a certain A-form on Upg0, eq and this is denoted Upgp, epq,
whilst the second analogue is pUpgp, epq. According to [22, Theorem 2.1]
the algebra pUpgp, epq is a split central extension of Upgp, epq by a poly-
nomial ring. In a forthcoming joint work with Simon Goodwin [4] we
shall explain how to define the modular analogue of Upg0, eq without any
reference to C-algebras, and develop their structure theory.
3.11 Note that Qχ,0 is a cyclic Upg0q-module generated by 1
Â
1χ. As
such every element Θ P Upg0, eq is determined by p1
Â
1χqΘ. According to
Theorem [19, Theorem 4.6] there are endomorphisms Θ1, ...,Θr P Upg0, eq
which generate Upg0, eq as an algebra, such that
p1
â
1χqΘi “ pxk `
ÿ
0ă|pa,bq|eďnk`2
λ
k
a,bz
a
x
bq
â
1χ
for scalars λka,b P Q, which vanish if either of the following two hold:
• |pa,bq|e “ nk ` 2 and |a| ` |b| “ 1; or
• a “ 0 and b1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ br “ 0.
Furthermore loc. cit. states that there exist polynomials Fi,j P QrX1, ..., Xrs
with 1 ď i, j ď r such that the only relations between Θ1, ...,Θr are the
commutation relations
rΘi,Θjs “ Fi,jpΘ1, ...,Θrq.
Once again we enlarge A by inverting a finite collection S4 Ď Z of prime
numbers, in order to ensure that the scalars λka,b and the coefficients of
all polynomials Fi,j lie in A.
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Definition 3.8. We say that an admissible ring A for X is “fully admis-
sible” if the primes S1
Ť
S2
Ť
S3
Ť
S4 Ď Z defined above are all invertible
in A. Note that this definition depends upon the data pΦ,O, eq.
Remark 3.9. 1. If A is fully admissible and p P pipAq then m0, Qχ,0 and
Upg0, eq all contain A-forms which can be reduced modulo p.
2. The number mintΠpAq : A fully admissible for Xu is well defined,
however in order to estimate this quantity we would need to obtain
precise information about the structure constants of Upg0, eq (see
[12, §7] for a survey of known results in type A).
3.12 We now reduce the endomorphisms Θ1, ...,Θr modulo p to obtain
endomorphisms of Qχ,p. The hypotheses which have been placed on A
over the course of the preceding paragraphs ensure that Θi preserves Qχ,A
for all i. Following [22, 2.5] we define
Θi :“ Θi
â
A
kp P EndgppQχ,pq
op
.
3.13 Recall from Section 2 the p-centre Z0pgpq of the restricted Lie algebra
gp. There is a natural identification SpecmZ0pgpq Ø pg
˚
p q
p1q and for η P g˚p
we write Iη for the corresponding ideal. We consider the functors
piη : Upgpq -mod ÝÑ Uηpgpq -mod;
M ÞÝÑ M{IηM.
In [22] the notation Qηχ was used to denote piηpQχ,pq. We have chosen to
use the operator notation piη as we intend to prove some properties of piη
in a very general setting in the next section. We warn the reader that
we shall occasionally abuse notation by using piη to denote the projection
M ։M{IηM .
Notice that endomorphisms of a g-module M also preserve IηM and
hence they descend to piηpMq. In this way we can define endomorphisms
θ
η
1 , ..., θ
η
r P Uηpgp, epq :“ EndgpppiηQχ,pq
op by writing 1η for the image of
p1
Â
1χq in piηpQχ,pq and setting
p1ηqθ
η
i :“ p1
â
1χqΘi ` IηQχ,p
for i “ 1, ..., r. The following result was proven in [22, Lemma 2.2], and
that same proof applies here (using Lemma 3.5).
Lemma 3.10. The following are true for η P χp ` m
K
p :
1. piηpQχ,pq – Uηpgpq
Â
Uηpmpq
kχ,p as g-modules so
dimpiηpQχ,pq “ p
dimpmKq;
2. piηpQχ,pq is a projective generator for Uηpgpq and
Uηpgpq – MatDpχpq Uηpgp, epq.
3. the monomials pθη1 q
a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pθηr q
ar with 0 ď ai ď p´ 1 form a kp-basis
for Uηpgp, epq.
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3.14 We remind the reader of the notation mKp :“ tf P g
˚
p |fpmpq “ 0u.
The previous lemma leads immediately to a description of a very nice basis
for piηpQχ,pq as a free Uηpgp, epq-module. Write rps :“ t0, 1, ..., p´ 1u and
let
G :“ tzaxb P Qχ,p|pa,bq P rps
s ˆ rpsm, b1 “ b2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ br “ 0u
We call the set G “the global basis for”Qχ,p. The reason for this nomencla-
ture is explained in the following result, also due to Premet [22, Lemma 2.3].
The proof requires only Lemma 3.10 above.
Lemma 3.11. For each η P χp ` m
K
p we let piηG denote the image of G
in piηpQχ,pq. Then piηpQχ,pq is a free right Uηpgp, eq-module, and piηG is
a basis. .
Notice that |G| “ m ` s ´ r which equals dpχpq by Lemma 3.5. In
other words, piηQχ,p is free of rank Dpχpq over Uηpgp, epq.
3.15 Fix η P χp ` m
K
p and order the set G “ tb1, ..., bDpχqu. By the pre-
vious lemma every v P piηQχ,p can be written v “
ř
i piηpbiqci for unique
coefficients ci P Uηpgp, epq. Therefore, if u P Uηpgpq has upiηpbiq “ 0
for all i then u annihilates piηQχ,p. Now consider the matrix isomorphism
Uηpgpq – MatDpχpq Uηpgp, epq from part (2) of Theorem 3.10. The column
space of MatDpχpq Uηpgp, epq is a left Uηpgpq-module C, with Uηpgpq –À
Dpχpq
C. It follows that C is projective and, comparing with the de-
composition Uηpgpq –
À
Dpχpq
piηQχ,p we conclude that C – piηQχ,p (here
we make use of [15, Corollary 6.2& Proposition 6.3]). It is easy to see that
the only element which annihilates the column space is zero so we have
proved the following:
Corollary 3.12. The left annihilator of piηG is null:č
bPG
AnnUηpgpq piηb “ 0.
4 Modular GGG modules and their cen-
tral reductions
4.1 The previous section explained how to start with an ordinary finite
W -algebra and reduce into positive characteristic. The context of the
main theorem of this paper starts with a Lie algebra in sufficiently large
positive characteristic, and attaches a finite W -algebra to each nilpotent
orbit. We begin this section by reconciling these two vantage points. In
doing so, we shall define all of the objects in the statement of the main
theorem using the constructions of the previous section. This will require
us to carefully restate our notation. Pick an indecomposable, reduced,
crystallographic root system Φ and let G0 be the complex, simple, simply
connected algebraic group with root system Φ, Lie algebra g0 and choose
a Z-form gZ. For each nilpotent orbit datum X we write OX Ď g0 for
the corresponding orbit and choose an element eX P OX satisfying the
properties of Lemma 3.1.
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Definition 4.1. Let AX be the smallest fully admissible ring for pΦ,OX, eXq
and write
ΠpXq :“ ΠpAXq.
4.2 For p ě ΠpXq we write k :“ Fp and let G be the simple, simply
connected algebraic group over k with Lie algebra g (these were denoted
Gp and gp in the previous section). LetO Ď g denote the nilpotentG-orbit
with label X and denote e :“ eX
Â
Z
1 P gZ
Â
Z
k “ g, which lies in the
G-orbit with Bala–Carter label X by construction. Recall the form p¨, ¨q
on g0 from (3.3). Since p P pipAq the form reduces to a non-degenerate
form on g, which we also denote by p¨, ¨q. In order to simplify notation,
and bring it into line with that of the introduction and the main theorem,
we write e for e
Â
1, we write χ “ pe, ¨q P g˚, we write m for the nilpotent
algebra mp Ď g. Furthermore the one dimensional representation of m
afforded by χ shall be denoted kχ. With these notations in place, we
remind the reader of our main objects of study:
Qχ :“ Upgq
â
Upmq
kχ;
pUpg, eq :“ EndgpQχqop.
4.3 Following [22] we study the Gelfand-Graev moduleQχ via its quotients
Qχ{IηQχ where Iη is a maximal ideal of the p-centre. This seems to be
part of an extremely general procedure and so we begin by developing
some tools in a general setting. For each ideal I of Z0pgq we may consider
the central reduction
UIpgq :“ Upgq{IUpgq.
In the special case where I “ Iχ is a maximal ideal of Z0pgq we recover the
reduced enveloping algebra Uχpgq “ UIχ pgq, where Iχ is the ideal defined
in formula (2) of §2. We shall refer to UIpgq as “the reduced enveloping
algebra of I”. We write V pIq for the elements χ P g˚ such that I Ď Iχ.
The purpose of this section is to prove some elementary facts about these
central reductions of Upgq.
Lemma 4.2. The simple modules for UIpgq are precisely the simple g-
modules with p-character χ P V pIq.
Proof. Note that a simple UIpgq-module M is simple as a Upgq-module
and so has a p-character χ. Then Iχ is the unique maximal ideal which
kills M , and since IM “ 0 we must have I Ď Iχ, for otherwise we would
find that 1 P I ` Iχ kills M .
4.4 We study the functor of “I-coinvariants”
piI : Upgq -mod ÝÑ UIpgq -mod;
M ÞÝÑ M{IM
Note that there is a dual theory of I-invariants which shall not interest
us here. In the special case where I “ Iχ is maximal we may also use the
notation piχ :“ piIχ .
Lemma 4.3. Let M be a Upgq-module and N be a UIpgq-module.
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1. every Upgq-module map M Ñ N factors through M ։ piIpMq;
2. piI is left adjoint to the inclusion UIpgq -modÑ Upgq -mod;
Proof. If ϕ : M Ñ N and IN “ 0 then ϕpIMq “ 0. So ϕ “ ϕ˜ ˝ piI
where ϕ˜ : piIpMq Ñ N ;x ` IM ÞÑ ϕpxq, which proves (1). For (2) we
must show that HomUIpgqppiIM,Nq – HomUpgqpM,Nq. We define a map
HomUIpgqppiIM,Nq Ñ HomUpgqpM,Nq by x ÞÑ x ˝ piI . The injectivity is
trivial whilst the surjectivity is part (1).
4.5 LetM,N be Upgq-modules and suppose ϕ :M Ñ N . Then piI induces
a map ϕI : piIpMq Ñ piIpNq. For x PM we have
ϕIpx` IMq :“ ϕpxq ` IN
and once again we may use the notation ϕχ in the case where I “ Iχ is
maximal.
Corollary 4.4. CokerpϕIq – piIpCokerpϕqq.
Proof. The claim follows from Lemma 4.3 along with the fact that left
adjoints are right exact.
4.6 We shall need another elementary lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let M be a finitely generated Upgq-module. If piηM “ 0 for
all η P g˚ then M “ 0.
Proof. We prove the contrapositive. Assume M ‰ 0. Since M is finitely
generated and Upgq is Noetherian M has a maximal submodule N , hence
a simple quotient M{N which must have a p-character χ. By part 1 of
Lemma 4.3 the map M ։ M{N factorises as M ։ piχpMq ։ M{N ‰ 0
so that piχpMq ‰ 0.
4.7 Recall that we write mK Ď g˚ to denote the annihilator of m in g˚.
Lemma 4.6. We have that piηQχ ‰ 0 if and only if η P χ` m
K.
Proof. Lemma 3.10 shows that piηQχ ‰ 0 for all η P χ`m
K. Conversely if
η R χ ` mK then η|m ‰ χ|m. It follows that there exists an element x P m
such that ηpxq ‰ χpxq. Let 1
Â
1 denote the generator in Qχ. Recall
from Lemma 3.5 that χpmrpsq “ 0 and so pxp ´ xrps ´ ηpxqpqp1
Â
1q “
pχpxqp ´ χpxrpsq ´ ηpxqpqp1
Â
1q “ pχpxq ´ ηpxqqpp1
Â
1q. This means
that 1
Â
1 P IηQχ, and so Qχ “ IηQχ and piηQχ “ 0.
4.8 To finish the section we provide a precise description of the annihilator
of Qχ in Z0pgq and show that Qχ is a free module over Z0pgq modulo the
annihilator. The proof shall require two facts regarding filtered rings
and modules and we shall state these facts in full generality, for the sake
of clarity. In order to do so we introduce a little notation. Let R be
a Z-filtered k-algebra with Ri “ 0 for i ă 0 and R0 “ k. Let M “Ť
iPZě0
Mi be a filtered module over R. We shall consider the associated
graded module grpMq “
À
iPZ grpMq
i where grpMqi :“ Mi{Mi´1. For a
submodule N ĎM the filtration on M induces filtrations on both N and
M{N .
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Lemma 4.7. The following hold:
1. grpM{Nq – grpMq{ grpNq;
2. If grpMq is a free module over grpRq with a finite homogeneous basis,
then M is free over R of the same rank.
Proof. Part (1) follows directly from [14, Proposition 7.6.13] in view of
the fact that Ni :“ Mi
Ş
N and pM{Nqi :“Mi `N .
We sketch the proof of the second part. Pick a homogeneous basis
m1, ..., ml for grpMq over grpRq and suppose mi P grpMq
di . Pick elements
n1, ..., nl P M with ni `Mdi´1 “ mi and claim that n1, ..., nl is a basis
for M over R. Suppose that there is a linear dependence
ř
rini “ 0
with ri P Rd1
i
zRd1
i´1
and write D :“ maxtdi ` d
1
i : i “ 1, ..., lu. Thenř
rini `MD´1 “
ř
di`d
1
i
“Dpri ` Rd1i´1qmi “ 0 is a linear dependence
in grpMq between m1, ..., ml which shows that r1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ rl “ 0. The
hypothesis that grpMq is finitely generated implies that all of the filtered
pieces are finite dimensional over k. Now check by induction that for
D ě 0 we have
dimp
lÿ
i“1
p
D´dià
j“0
grpRqjqmiq “ dimp
lÿ
i“1
RD´diniq.
Since m1, ..., ml are a basis for grpMq over grpRq it follows that the left
hand side of the equality is equal to dimp
ÀD
i“0 grpMq
iq. It follows from
the general theory of filtered vector spaces that dimp
ÀD
i“0 grpMq
iq “
dimpMDq. We conclude that n1, ..., nl generate M over R, which com-
pletes the proof.
4.9 We remind the reader that Z0pgq identifies with regular functions
on the Frobenius twist pg˚qp1q and that the ideal of Z0pgq consisting of
functions which vanish on χ` mK is written Ipmq.
Proposition 4.8. 1. Ipmq “ AnnZ0pgqQχ;
2. Qχ is a free Z0pgq{Ipmq-module of rank p
dimpmKq.
Proof. As a consequence of the definitions, Ipmq is generated by elements
xp ´ xrps ´ χpxqp with x P m. Using the observations of the proof of
Lemma 4.6 we see that these elements annihilate Qχ, and so Ipmq Ď
AnnZ0pgqQχ, which proves (1).
By part (1), Qχ is a Z0pgq{Ipmq-module. To prove part (2) we con-
siderQχ as a filtered Z0pgq{Ipmq-module, both filtrations induced from the
PBW filtration on Upgq. By part (1) of Lemma 4.7 the associated graded
algebra is grpZ0pgq{Ipmqq “ grZ0pgq{ gr Ipmq “ Spgq
p{pxp : x P mq. Simi-
larly the associated graded GGG module is grQχ “ grUpgq{ grUpgqm
χ “
Spgq{pmq where Upgqmχ is the left ideal of Upgq generated by x ´ χpxq
with x P m. We have now shown that grQχ is a free grZ0pgq{Ipmq-module
of rank pdimpm
Kq. Using part (2) of Lemma 4.7 we see that Qχ is a free
Z0pgq{Ipmq-module of the same rank.
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5 Proof of the main theorem
5.1 The first objective of this paper is to prove Theorem 1.1, which states
that
(1) UIpmqpgq –
À
DpχqQχ as left Upgq-modules;
(2) UIpmqpgq – MatDpχq pUpg, eq as algebras.
provided the characteristic of the underlying field is large. First let us
show that p1q implies p2q. Let EndRg pMq be the right endomorphisms of a
left g-module M . It is a general fact that the right endomorphism ring of
any ring, viewed as a left module over itself, is isomorphic to the ring in
question. In our case we have UIpmqpgq – End
R
g pUIpmqpgqq where UIpmqpgq
is viewed as a left g-module by left multiplication. Using (1) and [15,
Corollary 3.4a] we have
EndRg pUIpmqpgqq – End
R
g p
à
Dpχq
Qχq – MatDpχq End
R
g pQχq.
Since we use EndgpMq to denote left endomorphisms ofM we have pUpg, eq “
EndgpQχq
op – EndRg pQχq, which proves (2).
5.2 We now set ourselves to proving (1). We shall construct an explicit
isomorphism between UIpmqpgq and
À
DpχqQχ in three steps:
(i) first of all we define a Upgq-module homomorphism from Upgq toÀ
DpχqQχ and show that it is surjective by studying the quotients
by centrally generated ideals;
(ii) next we observe that IpmqUpgq is contained in the kernel, so that
UIpmqpgq։
à
Dpχq
Qχ;
(iii) finally, we shall show that both UIpmqpgq and
À
DpχqQχ are free
modules of the same rank over Z0pgq{Ipmq.
This shall complete the proof.
5.3 Recall from Lemma 3.11 that Qχ contains a special subset G such that
piηQχ is a free right Uηpg, eq-module with basis piηG for every η P χ`m
K.
Order the set G “ tb1, ..., bDpχqu and for i “ 1, ..., Dpχq we let Qχris
denote a copy of Qχ with label i, and let ψi : Qχ Ñ Qχris be the identity
mapping. Set ci :“ ψipbiq. Now we define
ϕ : Upgq ÝÑ
Dpχqà
i“1
Qχris
u ÞÝÑ
ÿ
i
uci
5.4 We proceed with part (i) of the proof outlined in paragraph (5.2). In
what follows we use the notation ϕη with η P g
˚ introduced in paragraph
(4.5).
Proposition 5.1. The map ϕ is surjective.
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Proof. We shall show that Cokerpϕq “ 0. First of all we fix η P χ ` mK.
The space Kerpϕηq is the set of elements u P Uηpgq which simultaneously
annihilate every element of piηG, and by Corollary 3.12 this set is zero. It
is well-known that dimUηpgq “ p
dimpgq whilst, by part (1) of Lemma 3.10
and part (5) of Lemma 3.5, we have dimpiηp
À
DpχqQχq “ p
dimpgq. This
ensures that ϕη is actually an isomorphism. In particular it is surjective.
Now taking η R χ ` mK we have piηp
À
DpχqQχq “ 0 by Lemma 4.6, so
that ϕη is trivially surjective. What transpires is that Cokerpϕηq “ 0 for
all η P g˚ and, by Corollary 4.4, we see that piηpCokerpϕqq “ 0 for all such
η. Now apply Lemma 4.5 to see that Cokerpϕq “ 0 as desired.
Remark 5.2. It would be rather convenient if we could complete the proof
of the theorem by showing that Kerpϕq “ 0 using a similar reasoning as in
the proposition. Unfortunately this fails as we do not have piη Kerpϕq “
Kerpϕηq in general. This is due to the fact that taking coinvariants with
respect to Iη is right exact but not left exact (Cf. Lemma 4.3).
5.5 We shall complete the proof by showing that IpmqUpgq “ Kerpϕq.
The first thing to notice is that, by Proposition 4.8, the ideal Ipmq kills
Qχ and so also kills each ci. It follows that IpmqUpgq Ď Kerpϕq. This
constitutes (ii) in the outline of the proof (5.2). To complete the proof
we shall show that UIpmqpgq and
À
DpχqQχ are free modules of the same
rank over Z0pgq{Ipmq.
Lemma 5.3. 1. UIpmqpgq is a free module of rank p
dimpgq over Z0pgq{Ipmq;
2.
À
DpχqQχ is a free module of rank p
dimpgq over Z0pgq{Ipmq.
Proof. Part (1) follows from the well-known fact that Upgq is a free module
of rank pdimpgq over Z0pgq. Part (2) follows from Proposition 4.8 in view
of the equality pdimpm
KqDpχq “ pdimpgq which, in turn, follows from part
(5) Lemma 3.5.
5.6 Now ϕ induces a surjective map
UIpmqpgq
ϕ˜
։
à
Dpχq
Qχ
and
À
DpχqQχ – UIpmqpgq{Kerpϕ˜q. However Z0pgq{Ipmq is a polynomial
algebra (being isomorphic to Spgqp{pxp ´ χpxqp : x P mq) and so if a
proper quotient of any free module over Z0pgq{Ipmq is also free, then it
necessarily has smaller rank. We deduce that Kerpϕ˜q “ 0 and part (1) of
the main theorem follows. In paragraph (5.1) we showed that p1q implies
p2q and so we are done.
5.7 Before we continue we shall state a corollary of the main theorem.
Although the following argument is well-known, we record it here for the
reader’s convenience.
Corollary 5.4. Qχ is a projective generator for UIpmqpgq-mod.
Proof. Since Upgq is Noetherian so too is the quotient UIpmqpgq. A projec-
tive generator is a projective UIpmqpgq-module Q such that every finitely
generated projective module P occurs as a direct summand of
À
N Q for
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some N ą 0 depending on P . According to [2, §2, No. 8, Lemma 8 (iii)]
there is an exact sequence F1 Ñ F2 Ñ P where F1, F2 are free modules
of finite rank and so, since projectives admit no non-trivial extensions,
P is a direct summand of F2 “
À
M UIpmqpgq –
À
MDpχqQχ for some
M P Zą0.
6 Skryabin’s equivalence
6.1 With the proof of the main theorem complete we take a moment to
explicitly spell out the modular version of Skryabin’s equivalence, which
follows immediately from the main theorem. We define Φ, X and ΠpXq
according to (4.1). Then we choose a prime p ě ΠpXq and let G, g, e,m, Qχ
and pUpg, eq have the same meaning as in (4.2). We define the category
of “p-Whittaker modules” Wppg, χq to be the full subcategory of Upgq-
mod consisting of all modules where Ipmq acts trivially. Equivalently
these are the modules where IpmqUpgq acts trivially, and so Wppg, χq is
just notation for UIpmqpgq -mod. Then the main theorem subtends the
following modular version of Skryabin’s equivalence [19, Appendix]:
Theorem 6.1. There is an equivalence of categories pUpg, eq -mod and
Wppg, χq which is expressed by the functor
V ÞÝÑ Qχ
â
pUpg,eq
V
and the quasi-inverse
iW ÐÝßW
where i PMatDpχq pUpg, eq denotes the idempotent which has 1 in the p1, 1q-
entry and a zero in all other entries.
The proof may be gathered from [14, 5.6 & 5.7].
6.2 We would like to make a comparison between the category of p-
Whittaker modules, and the category of generalised Whittaker modules.
In parallel with the terminology over C we define the category Wpg, χq of
“generalised Whittaker modules” to be the full subcategory of Upgq -mod
consisting of modules where x´χpxq acts locally nilpotently for all x P m.
Proposition 6.2. Wppg, χq is a full subcategory of Wpg, χq.
Proof. Fix x P m. We must show that x ´ χpxq acts locally nilpotently
on every p-Whittaker module V . We shall prove that, in fact, x ´ χpxq
acts nilpotently on V and the nilpotence degree is bounded above inde-
pendently of V . To this end, we show that px ´ χpxqqp
i
P Ipmq for some
i ą 0 depending on x. We begin by claiming that px ´ χpxqqp
i
” xrps
i
mod Ipmq for i ą 0. The proof is by induction. The case i “ 1 follows
straight from the fact that px´ χpxqqp ´ xrps “ xp ´ xrps ´ χpxqp P Ipmq.
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Now for the inductive step we make the following calculation modulo Ipmq
px´ χpxqqp
i`1
“ ppx´ χpxqqp
i
qp
p˚q
“ pxrps
i
qp
p˚˚q
“ pxrps
i
qrps ` χpxrps
i
qp
p˚˚˚q
“ xrps
i`1
where p˚q follows from the inductive hypothesis, p˚˚q holds modulo Ipmq
and p˚ ˚ ˚q follows from part (3) of Lemma 3.5. Now the lemma fol-
lows from part (1) of the same lemma, which states that mrps
i
“ 0 for i
sufficiently large.
6.3 Before we continue we would like to record a corollary which depends
upon the observations of the current section. The isomorphism UIpmqpgq –
MatDpχq pUpg, eq subtends a decomposition
UIpmqpgq –
à
Dpχq
C
where C denotes the column space of MatDpχq pUpg, eq.
Corollary 6.3. C – Qχ as left UIpmqpgq-modules. In particular Qχ is a
free right pUpg, eq-module of rank Dpχq.
Proof. We adopt the notation of Theorem 6.1. The column space is
C “ UIpmqpgqi. By Skryabin’s equivalence we have C – Qχ
Â
pUpg,eq iC,
however iC “ iUIpmqpgqi – pUpg, eq as a pUpg, eq-bimodule. Therefore
Qχ
Â
pUpg,eq iC – Qχ as required. To see the final remark it suffices to
observe that, quite generally, for any ring R, the right endomorphisms
of the column space of MatDpχqpRq are isomorphic to R acting by right
multiplication, and that the column space is a free module for this action
of rank Dpχq
7 The p-characters of pUpg, eq-modules
7.1 We now recall an important theorem regarding the ordinary finite
W -algebra. Recall from (4.1) that G0 is a simple, simply connected com-
plex group and let e be some nilpotent element of g0. There is a non-
degenerate G0-equivariant isomorphism g0 Ø g
˚
0 and suppose e identifies
with χ. The subalgebra m0 and the module Qχ,0 was constructed in Sec-
tion 3, and Upg0, eq is the opposite endomorphism ring of Qχ,0. Skryabin’s
equivalence asserts that
Upg0, eq -mod ÝÑ Wpg0, χq
V ÞÝÑ Qχ,0
â
Upg0,eq
V
is part of a quasi-inverse equivalence of categories. Here Wpg0, χq has
the same meaning as per the previous section: it is the full subcategory
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of Upg0q -mod consisting of all modules upon which x´ χpxq acts locally
nilpotently for all x P m0. For each simple Upg0, eq-module V the Upg0q-
module Qχ,0
Â
Upg0,eq
V is also simple, and the annihilator is denoted IV .
The associated variety of a primitive ideal I is the vanishing locus in g0
of the graded ideal gr I ESpg0q after the identification Spg0q Ø Crg0s (see
[9, §9] for a survey). The first part of the following was proven by Premet,
whilst the second was proven independently by Ginzburg, Losev, Premet
at roughly the same time [7], [13], [22].
Theorem 7.1. For all simple Upg0, eq-modules V the associated variety
of IV contains AdpG0qe. Furthermore all primitive ideals with associated
variety containing AdpG0qe are obtained in this manner.
7.2 Return to the notation G, g, e, Qχ, etc, instantiated in (4.2). Our
goal in this section is to show that the simple Upgq-modules
tQχ
â
pUpg,eq
V : V a simple pUpg, eq-moduleu
can be distinguished by an invariant, in parallel with the above theorem.
The above set coincides with the set of simple UIpmqpgq-modules and by
Lemma 4.2 these are precisely the simple Upgq-modules with p-character
η P χ` mK.
7.3 We recall the definition of a decomposition class in g˚. These are
the equivalence classes under the following equivalence relation: we say
χ „ ψ if there exists g P G such that Adpgqgχs “ gψs and Ad
˚pgqχn “ ψn
where χ “ χs ` χn and ψ “ ψs ` ψn are the Jordan decompositions.
Note that the classes are stable under scalar multiplcation. We direct the
reader to [24] for a good overview of the theory of decomposition classes
in positive characteristics. The rest of the section shall be spent proving
the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. Continue to assume that p ě ΠpXq so that Theorem 6.1
holds. Write O˚ “ Ad˚pGqχ. For all simple pUpg, eq-modules V the clo-
sure of the decomposition class Dpηq of the p-character η of Qχ
Â
pUpg,eq V
contains O˚. Furthermore all simple Upgq-modules with O˚ contained in
the closure of the decomposition class of the p-character are obtained by
twisting simple modules of the form Qχ
Â
pUpg,eq V by elements of G.
Remark 7.3. The theorem is phrased so as to to draw parallels between
characteristic zero (Theorem 7.1) and characteristic p ą 0. We are propos-
ing that the closure of the decomposition class of the p-character might
play the role of the associated variety in this theory. Notice that
1. since all simple Upgq-modules are finite dimensional they lie in one
to one correspondence with their annihilators;
2. the primitive ideals in Upg0q are G0-stable.
Taken together, these observations ensure that the second claim of the
above theorem is a precise analogue of the second claim in Theorem 7.1.
7.4 Given the remarks of (7.2) the above theorem can be seen as a claim
about the set χ`mK or, equivalently, about the set e`mKg where mKg “
tx P g : pm, xq “ 0u. There is an obvious definition for a decomposition
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class in g parallel to the definition in g˚ given above (this was the original
context for the study of decomposition classes). Using the form p¨, ¨q we
obtain a bijection g˚ Ñ g which preserves decomposition classes. Now
Theorem 7.2 will follow immediately from the proposition:
Proposition 7.4. The set AdpGqpe` mKgq is the union of all decompo-
sition classes of g containing e in their closure.
7.5 Before we begin the proof of the proposition we introduce some tools
and record some observations which shall be needed in the proof. Recall
from (3.4) that we constructed a Z-grading on the complex Lie algebra
g0 “
À
iPZ g0piq and the definition of a fully admissible ring ensures that
the gApiq are free A-modules. This means that our k-Lie algebra is graded
g “
À
iPZ gpiq and, by construction,
À
iă´1 gpiq Ď m.
Lemma 7.5.
À
iď0 gpiq Ď m
Kg Ď
À
iď1 gpiq
Proof. The form κ0 on g0 places g0piq and g0p´iq in a non-degenerate
pairing. Since the form p¨, ¨q on g is obtained from a mod p reduction of a
rescaling of κ0 it follows that p¨, ¨q places gpiq and gp´iq in non-degenerate
pairing. Now it follows that p
À
iď´j gpiqq
Kg “
À
iďj´1 gpiq for j ě 0 and
so the lemma follows from
À
iď´2 gpiq Ď m Ď
À
iď´1 gpiq.
7.6 We define a kˆ-action on g by letting
ρptq : gpiq ÝÑ gpiq
x ÞÝÑ t2´ix
and extend to g by linearity. The previous lemma shows that ρpkˆq
preserves e` mKg and restricts to a contracting action with unique fixed
point e, which means
e P ρpkˆqpe` xq (3)
for all x P mKg . The contracting action is also denoted
ρ : kˆ Ñ GLpe` mKgq.
Lemma 7.6. ρpkˆq preserves the decomposition classes of g.
Proof. Define a kˆ-action on g by µptqx :“ t´ix for x P gpiq. Since ρptq “
t2µptq and since the map x ÞÑ t2x preserves the decomposition classes of g
it suffices to show that the classes are µpkˆq-stable. Since g “
À
iPZ gpiq is
a grading it follows that µ : kˆ Ñ AutpGq. The main result of [26] shows
that the image of µ lies in AdpGq, however the decomposition classes are
clearly AdpGq-stable, which completes the proof.
7.7 We are now ready to give a proof of Proposition 7.4.
Proof. First of all suppose that D is a decomposition class of g with
D
Ş
pe ` mKgq ‰ H. Then by (3) for e ` x P D
Ş
pe ` mKgq we have
e P ρpkˆqpe` xq. Now since ρpkˆq preserves the decomposition classes
(Lemma 7.6) and these classes are G-stable, it follows that AdpGqe Ď D.
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To complete the proof we show that if AdpGqe Ď D then D
Ş
pe `
mKgq ‰ H. By assumption have D
Ş
pe`mKgq ‰ H and so it will suffice
to show that the adjoint mapping
Gˆ pD
č
pe` mKgqq ÝÑ D
is dominant. Indeed, if we suppose that P Ď D is a non-empty open set
contained in AdpGqpD
Ş
pe`mKgqq thenD
Ş
P is also open and non-empty
in D, since decomposition classes are locally closed, and every element of
D
Ş
P is conjugate to an element of e`mKg . To prove dominance it will
suffice to show that the image of G ˆ pe ` mKgq
ϕ
Ñ g contains an open
neighborhood of e ` mKg , for then this neighborhood will intersect non-
trivially with D and the intersection will be contained in AdpGqpD
Ş
pe`
mKgqq. Such an open neighborhood of e`mKg will exist if the differentials
dp1,e`xqϕ : g ˆ m
Kg Ñ g are shown to be surjective for all x P mKg . A
routine calculation shows that
dp1,e`xqϕpu, vq “ ru, e` xs ` v
and now we must check that g “ rg, e` xs ` mKg for x P mKg .
In (3.7) we observed that the modular reduction of the complex cen-
traliser of e is the modular centraliser ge. This shows that ge :“ tz P g :
rz, es “ 0u Ď
À
iě0 gpiq. This can be rephrased as saying adpeq : gpiq Ñ
gpi ` 2q is injective for i ď ´1. By a standard argument using the form
p¨, ¨q this is equivalent to saying that adpeq : gpiq Ñ gpi` 2q is surjective
for i ě ´1 (see [3, Theorem 1.3] for example).
Lemma 7.5 shows that
À
iď0 gpiq Ď re ` x, gs ` m
Kg . We check that
gpiq Ď re ` x, gs ` mKg for i ą 0 by induction. Suppose that i ą 0 and
we have shown that
Ài´1
j“1 gpjq Ď re ` x, gs ` m
Kg already. Then since
adpeq : gpi´ 2q։ gpiq and x P mKg Ď
À
jď1 gpjq we have
adpe` xqgpi´ 2q “ tre, ys ` rx, ys : y P gpi´ 2qu ” gpiq mod
à
jďi´1
gpjq
which shows that gpiq Ď re` x, gs ` mKg for all i P Z.
8 A generalisation of the main theorem
8.1 In this final section we shall describe a whole family of Morita the-
orems, parameterised by the ideals I E Z0pgq containing Ipmq. Consider
the composition
Z0pgq ãÑ Upgq։ UIpmqpgq.
Lemma 8.1. The image of the p-centre under the above composition is
isomorphic to ZIpmqpgq :“ Z0pgq{Ipmq.
Proof. The content of the claim is IpmqUpgq
Ş
Z0pgq “ Ipmq. Recall that
Upgq is a free Z0pgq-module, hence faithfully flat. Now the claim follows
from [2, §3, No. 5, Proposition 8].
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The image of the composition should be regarded as the p-centre of
UIpmqpgq. We identify it with Z0pgq{Ipmq and denote by ρ : Z0pgq Ñ
ZIpmqpgq the natural projection. The ideals of ZIpmqpgq identify with the
ideals of Z0pgq containing Ipmq. Now for every I E ZIpmqpgq we have an
algebra isomorphism Uρ´1Ipgq :“ Upgq{ρ
´1pIqUpgq – UIpmqpgq{IUIpmqpgq
and the main theorem of this paper implies that the left regular representa-
tion of this algebra decomposes as
À
Dpχq piIQχ, where piI : UIpmqpgq -modÑ
UIpgq -mod;V Ñ V {IV . Following the same argument as was used in
(5.1) we conclude that
Uρ´1Ipgq – MatDpχq EndgppiIQχq
op
.
8.2 In order to sharpen the previous observation we shall identify EndgppiIQχq
op
with a quotient of pUpg, eq. We fix an ideal I E ZIpmqpgq. The centre
ZpUIpmqpgqq acts on Qχ and we let ψ : ZpUIpmqpgqq Ñ EndkpQχq denote
the representation. The image ψpIq clearly lies in EndgpQχq, and by def-
inition it must lie in the centre of the latter. The map EndgpQχq Ñ
EndgpQχq
op “ pUpg, eq, which identifies the two algebras as sets, is an
anti-isomorphism. It restricts to an isomorphism between the centres of
the two, and so ψpIq identifies with a (non-unital) subalgebra of pUpg, eq.
Certainly ψpIq is not an ideal of pUpg, eq but we may consider the ideal pI
generated by ψpIq. Write
pUIpg, eq :“ pUpg, eq{pI.
Theorem 8.2. Retain the hypotheses of the main theorem. Then for
every ideal I E ZIpmqpgq we have
Uρ´1Ipgq – MatDpχq pUIpg, eq.
Proof. It is easy to see that if R is any associative ring and D P N then
the diagonal embedding Ξ : ZpRq Ñ ZpMatDpRqq is an isomorphism.
Furthermore, if J E ZpRq then we have
MatDpR{JRq – MatDpRq{ΞpJqMatDpRq.
If we apply this observation to the case R “ pUpg, eq and D “ Dpχq,
the current theorem will follow from the claim that ψ and Ξ are inverse
isomorphisms
ZpUIpmqpgqq
ψ
Õ
Ξ
Z pUpg, eq.
The fact that ψ ˝ Ξ “ IdZ pUpg,eq follows from the definitions.
8.3 Recall the reduced finite W -algebras Uηpg, eq from Section 4. An
alternative description of these algebras follows from the proof of the
theorem.
Corollary 8.3. For η P χ` mK we have Uηpg, eq – pUIη pg, eq.
8.4 The above corollary combines with the main theorem to subtend the
following diagram, which clarifies the relationship between the restricted
and unrestricted modular finite W -algebras.
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Corollary 8.4. We have a commutative diagram
Upgq
UIpmqpgq MatDpχq pUpg, eq pUpg, eq
Uχpgq MatDpχq U
rpspg, eq U rpspg, eq
„
„
where the inclusions on the right are the diagonal embeddings, the projec-
tion from MatDpχq pUpg, eq to MatDpχq U rpspg, eq is induced from the natural
projection from UIpmqpgq to Uχpgq and the projection on the far right is
obtained by taking χ “ η in the previous corollary.
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